The errors inherent in the usual method of correcting for the spectral distribution in the variance method of profile analysis, i.e. the subtraction of the variance-range function of the spectral distribution from that of the powder line profile, are studied in detail. It is shown, using a fairly general model, that additivity of variances holds very well for slopes but rather poorly for intercepts of linear variancerange functions. An approximate expression for the additivity error is given.
Introduction
The theory of the variance method of powder diffraction profile analysis in its most recent form (Wilson, 1969a, b) shows that the variance of the broadening function of the sample (the ideal diffraction profile) can be expressed by a polynomial a~.)tr-1 + ~, (b)~0 --1" ~,(b)~-,, (
if particle size effects alone are present. The coefficients a(0 b) and @) are identical with the intercept and slope of the linear approximation of the variance-range function in the earlier form of the theory (Wilson, 1962) and are proportional to V"(0) and V'(O) respectively (the second and first derivatives of the common volume of the particle and its ghost for t=0); the coefficient a~-~ ) is also proportional to V"'(0). The comparison of experimentally determined variance-range functions with the polynomial (1) enables us, therefore, (at least in principle) to obtain three independent pieces of information about the size and shape of the crystallites in the sample if our measurement is expressed by a polynomial similar to (1), or two independent pieces of information if our experimental variance-range curve is approximated by a straight line.
However, the full practical use of these possibilities requires a closer examination of the spectral deconvolution of the experimentally determined intensity distribution function, i.e. the operation whereby the variance of the measured diffraction profile is corrected for the contribution of the spectral distribution. In the variance method, this step is performed by subtracting the variance of the spectral distribution from the variance of the experimental profile function, which is formally justified by the fact that if g(x)= y)p(x-y)dy then Wo= Ws+ Wp ,
* Editorial note: This paper was written earlier than that of Wilson (1970) .
where Wg, WI and W~o are the variances of the functions g, f and p (Wilson, 1963) . This relation is exactly valid for an infinite integration range for certain shapes of profiles but need not necessarily be valid for actual diffraction profiles and actual broadening functions of the sample.
The spectral deconvolution can be performed in two ways with experimental profiles:
(A) The variance-range function of the intensity distribution in the measured diffraction profile is expressed by a polynomial a~Xp)o "-1 -b a(0 ¢xp) + a~eXp)a.
Similarly, the variance-range function of the spectral distribution is expressed by a polynomial a~P)a -1 + aCo sp) + a~SP)a .
The difference of coefficients doexp)-aCo ~p) can then be equated to the coefficient aCo °) in (1) and similarly a~ exp)-a~ ~p) to the coefficient @). (B) The variance-range function of the intensity distribution of the measured diffraction line is approximated in its 'linear' part by a straight line wcoexP)+ kCexp>a, and similarly the variance-range function of the spectral distribution by a straight line WCo~P)+k(~P)a. The term WOo ~xp)-WOo sp) is then equated to 40) and the term k(~xp)-k (sp) to ~b). This procedure is the one generally used in the practical application of the variance method (Langford, 1968) .
The validity of both methods depends in the same way on the additivity of the variances of the diffraction profile and of the spectral distribution; moreover, procedure (B) neglects the hyperbolic terms in the variancerange functions of the diffraction profile, of the spectral distribution and of the broadening function.
The object of this paper is to show how far these procedures of spectral deconvolution are valid and under what conditions we can equate the differences of intercepts and slopes (or of coefficients a0 and al) of the variances of the diffraction profile and of the spectral distribution with coefficients aC0 b) and a~ t').
To analyse this problem for a general form of profile seems to be difficult, but the problem is simple if the functions representing the broadening function of the sample and the spectral distribution function can be easily convoluted.
The variance of the intensity distribution
In order not to complicate the presentation unduly, the computations in § § 2, 3 and 4 are performed by expressing the spectral distribution and the broadening function by Cauchy functions. However, the results obtained here are much more generally valid; in the Appendix, it will be shown that the same results hold for a rather more general class of functions, which represent the properties of the spectral distribution function and the broadening function rather better than do Cauchy profiles.
The computation is based on a model intensity distribution consisting of two lines -Cauchy functionsseparated by a distance q~. Their amplitudes are in the ratio 1:-~-and they have the same width 2w ( Fig. 1 ). If the broadening function is also Cauchy, this profile can represent either /s0(X), the spectral distribution function, or Iexp(X), the intensity distribution in the diffraction profile, according to the meaning of the width parameter w, because the convolution of two Cauchy profiles is again a Cauchy profile. The intensity distribution is then
where C(Wp, 17) is a normalized Cauchy function and 2w~o is the half-height width of the spectral line (when the dummy index p is replaced by sp) or the halfheight width of the diffraction powder line (when p is replaced by exp). In this case Wexp = Wsp+ Wb, where 2Wexv, 2Wsp and 2Wb are the half-height widths of the diffraction line, the spectral line and the broadening function respectively. 
The range o-is here taken 3ymmetrically with respect to the centroid G and the first definition of the variance of the diffraction profile (Wilson, 1965, equation 11 ) is used in (4). The units of a are mA throughout this paper-the wavelength representation of the variancerange function.
For the centroid position c~ we obtain from (3):
The expressions (4b) can be easily integrated and, as results ill § 4 confirm, they can be approximated (for o-> 2q~) by:
(6a-f) Further, it can be shown that ~ depends appreciably on a for a_ ~ ~0 only, whilst for those ranges where the variance-range function approaches a straight line c~ can be put equal to ½. By inserting these into (4a), we get"
As we noted above, this expression can represent either the variance-range function of the spectral distribution or that of the diffraction profile of the powder line or that of the broadening function, depending on the meaning ofp. In the last case ~0=0. It should be noted that equation (7) without the hyperbolic term was used by Langford & Wilson (1963) as an approximate variance-range function of the spectral distribution.
Errors of deconvolution
As mentioned before, the deconvolution can be performed either by using coefficients a~ ~p), a(o exp), a~ exp) and coefficients a~ p), a(o sp), a~ sp) (method A) or by using intercepts and slopes of straight lines approximating Wexp(O') and Wsp(O') (method B). Now, let us examine the first method more closely and let us determine the error e0 incurred if we equate ~exp)-a(o~') with ~t,) and the error ex if we equate a~eXP)-~ ~p) with a~b); in other words, we define
Taking the values of the a coefficients from equation (7) and inserting them into (8) we get"
Hence, the al coefficients are exactly additive, but the deconvolution of the a0 coefficients is accompanied ~2 ,,csp),,(b) [Note that these expressions by an error-2 -,1 ,,1 • (9) are not completely exact because of approximations made in the previous section and inherent in equation (7)]. Now, let us examine the more usual way of deconvolution (B) performed by subtracting intercepts and slopes and let us determine the error e o which is incurred if we equate W(o exp)-W(o sp) with ago b) and the error e~ if we equate k (exp)-k (sp) with a~ b).
Expressions (10) give the intercept W(0 p) and the slope k °') of a straight line W(0 p) + k(P)a fitted to the variancerange function Wp(o') which is given by (7).
where fl=-(ala2) -1 and ),=ai-l+a~ -1 if the straight line is a chord passing through points Wp(ax) and Wp(a2). If the straight line is a chord fitted by the L.S. method in the interval al _< a < a2, then fl= -(6) -2 and where 6 = l(a 1 + a2) and A = 6
The errors e o and e 1 are defined as
Inserting intercepts and slopes from (10) into (11), we have
The first term on the right-hand side corresponds to e~ and therefore vanishes, and the second term gives after substitution, The error e~ introduced when deconvoluting slopes of the variance-range functions in the standard way is not caused by the non-additivity of variances but by neglecting the hyperbolic terms. Taking as a typical example a(ob) = 2"5 x 10 -6 A 2, a(1o)= 10 -3 ,~, a(o~p)= 3 x 10 .6 A 2 and ~sP)=2 x 10 -4 ~, the expression in square brackets is -4.5x 10 -6 .~k2; if further fl=-104 ~2, the error e]~5% of ~b) and is relatively unimportant. Therefore, the standard procedure seems justified for slopes.
For e o we have ~.; = (a~oOXO>-4~.~-4~) ) + y(a~¢x.>_ ~>) ; the first term on the right hand side is eo and according to (9a) equals -7[2 ,,(~p),,(b). the second term is [using 2 ~*1 "~l , The result is that using the standard procedure for the deconvolution of intercepts introduces a nonadditivity error combined with an error connected with hyperbolic terms. For the same typical example as above with 7__2x102A, e 0 -10-6A2-0-9x10-° Az= -1"9 x 10 -~' A 2. The error e 0 is thus very important and the standard procedure, if applied to intercepts, leads to a substantially incorrect result. Nonadditivity and the neglect of hyperbolic terms contribute with comparable magnitude. [Note again, that equations (12), as equation (9), are not completely exact expressions because of approximations made in § 2, inherent in equations (7) and (10)].
Numerical computations
In order to get more concrete information about errors incurred in deconvolution and also to confirm that the approximations used in § 2 are justified, a series of numerical computations was performed on model intensity distributions. Our model consisted of two Cauchy maxima 4 mA~ apart and having amplitudes in the ratio 1:½-. Both Cauchy functions had the same width 2),'. The numerical value of the parameter w ranged from 0.3 to 2.4 mA~ in steps of 0.3 m.A, (i. e. 8 values)• Such intensity distributions were subsequently processed using our variance program (Edwards & Toman, 1969 ). For each model, the values of the variance-range function W(a) together with coefficients aT, a0 and al were obtained (in the range 10<a< 15 m/~).
Henceforth, the first profile with w= 0.3 m/l will be considered as a model of a spectral distribution and the other profiles with w= 0.6 to 2.4 mA will be considered as models of the intensity distribution in a powder diffraction profile, i.e. the broadening function for profile 2 had w=0.3 mA and for the profile 8, w=2.1 m]~.
The intercepts and slopes of straight lines approximating the variance-range functions of individual models and the coefficients of the polynomial ala -1 +ao+ ala are listed in Table 1 . The straight lines are chords passing through points W(az) and W(aO, where ax = 10 and a2 = 15 11~. This corresponds to the straight line resulting when the correction for the satellite group (Edwards & Toman, 1970) by the graphical method is applied• The values of the intercept and of the slope after deconvolution (W(o exp.-W(o sp) and k(exp)-k(sP~) are summarized in Table 2 , which shows also the computed coefficients a~ b) and a(0 b) of the broadening function and the approximate values of errors ea and e o computed from equations (12a, b). We observe that the values W(o exp)-W(o sp~-@) and k (ex')-k ¢sp)-@) differ only slightly from e 0 and e~ which confirms the validity of the approximations used in § 2 and especially the fact that the variance-range curve can be approximated in this range by a polynomial containing the hyperbolic, constant and linear term.
The deconvolution using the coefficients a0 and al is shown in Table 3 , together with the approximate value of error to computed from equation (9a). The last column may be compared with error tl, which equation (9b) gives as zero; the difference of a(~ Xp)-~P)-~b) from zero is comparatively small (compare with ~b)), which again confirms the validity of the approximations used in § 2. A similar conclusion can be drawn by comparing a(o~Xp)-a(o~P)-a(o b) with e0 as predicted by equation (9a).
Conclusions
The results of calculations described in this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) The variance-range function can be approximated with satisfactory accuracy using the hyperbolic, constant and linear terms within the range 10mA <a< 15 mA. This approximation holds for a wide range of 'crystal sizes' as can be seen from Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.
(2) The hyperbolic term is not negligible in the range 10m,~ <a<15 mA. If the variance-range curve is approximated by a straight line in this range, the error in the 'deconvoluted' slope is only a few per cent but the error in the 'deconvoluted' intercept is several tens per cent due to this cause.
(3) The additivity error in slope is zero, but the additivity error in the intercept is rather large.
(4) To give some idea of the magnitude of these errors in the intercept, Table 4 lists the apparent crystal size computed from a(o b) (correct) compared with the apparent crystal size computed from W(o exp)-W(o sp) (involving both kinds of error) and from a(oeXp)-a(o sp) (involving just a non-additivity error). In this calculation 20 = 60 °, 2 = 2 A, a(o b) and W(o exp)-W(o sp) are taken from Table 2 and ,,cexp)_ ,,(~p) from Table 3. ~0 ~0
(5) For an experimental confirmation of the presence of the additivity error see Fig. 2 . Here, the experimentally determined W~o exp)-W~o st') and k(exp)-k (sp) are plotted for a series of iron samples measured with Fe Ka radiation. In addition to the points corresponding to the reflexions 110, 200 and 211, three curves are drawn, giving the relation between ~b) and a~ b) corn-puted for three different shapes (cube, tetrahedron and octahedron) according to Wilson's theory (Wilson, 1962) and averaged over all directions. Points corresponding to the measured profiles are situated appreciably below the calculated curves, but the agreement is much better if they are shifted by distances equal to the errors e0. In addition, Langford (1968) always observed in his experiments on nickel powders that the intercept particle size was smaller than the slope particle size. This now seems to be due to the presence of the above errors in the intercept value (as Table 4 , centre column).
APPENDIX

(a) Spectral distribution
A more flexible and physically reasonable model of the spectral distribution can be constructed using functions of the type
Here C(w, x-t) is a normalized Cauchy function with half width 2w and a(t) is a distribution function limited by the requirements that its first five moments should be constant outside It[ < w, that it is normalized and that its first moment is zero. If this function is asymmetrical, the function I(x) is also asymmetrical and the position of its maximum is approximately given by the equation
where m2 and m3 are the second and third moments of a(t). Using a similar expression for the second line of the doublet, the total spectral distribution is The arguments of both Cauchy functions are adjusted in such a way that the maxima of the ~1 and 0C 2 lines lie at -c(~0 and (1-~')~0, if A~ is a root of the equation (A2) for the first line and A2 for the second line.
Using the same manipulations as in § 2, we obtain for the first moment of the spectral distribution
where all M's have the same meaning as in § 2.
Comparing equation (A4) with (5) we have
where (A) is the weighted mean of A~ and A2. If the difference between A1 and A 2 is not too large, the expression (A5) can be used to simplify the total spectral distribution function:
where ~ has its usual meaning and approaches ] for large or. Using similar operations to those in § 2, we get finally _A/Ix = .~,.,Aft (1) 
These are the same as in the case when the spectral distribution was represented by simple Cauchy functions, except that q~s~ has replaced the doublet separation 09.
(b) Broadening fimction
The broadening function b(y) can be expressed in a similar way: 
--oo where both the b(t) and the/sv(x) are also products of convolution according to (A1) and (A8). To rearrange this sequence of convolutions, we make use of the identity Again, this expression is practically identical with expression (12b), differing only in the term containing ~sp), to which now the variances of the functions a(t) and b(t) are added.
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